GET OFF OUR PATCH!

VIOLENT VEGS
Created in 2004 and acquired by Carte Blanche in 2008, Violent Veg features a combination of word-play and risqué humour delivered by a cast of anarchic vegetables. The hilarious Violent Veg is now a household staple of the humour market.

A brand that truly stands the test of time with a unique visual identity and humour which covers a broad spectrum of surreal, rude, subtle and sometimes just plain daft, Violent Veg has a broad appeal that works equally well for men and women.
The carrot got past the peeler...

They found they’d not only been separated at birth but, amazingly...

...both were called Arthur Cucumber...

A Dad as brilliant as you...

...deserves a pat on the head

Mr Bramley gave the au pear a big goose for Christmas...

You okay?

I told you to put more sunblock on!

Just a bit battered!
2017 Calendar
Violent Veg
violentyeg.com

Dad loved his new CD...
...as he was nuts about music
40 Favourite Songs For Dad!

There's nothing better than relaxing on the sofa scratching my nuts
Whose idea was it to put the Couch Potato in goal?!?

Doctor, Doctor. I've got a nasty corn on my toe!